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The most exciting road trip in history begins! In this action-packed, New York Times bestselling
adventure, twelve-year-old twins Coke and Pepsi McDonald embark on a family vacation you'll
have to read to believe.Coke McDonald and his twin sister, Pepsi, think their family’s cross-
country RV vacation is nothing to get excited about...until they’re chased off a cliff, locked in a
burning school, and receive mysterious messages in codes and ciphers. From California to
Wisconsin, it’s a race against time to find out who’s after Coke and Pep, who’s leaving the
notes...and just what being a part of The Genius Files entails!With the real-kid humor that has
earned Dan Gutman millions of fans around the world, and featuring weird-but-true American
tourist destinations, The Genius Files is a one-of-a-kind mix of geography and fun.As Coke and
Pep dodge nefarious villains from the Pez museum in California all the way to the Infinity Room
in Wisconsin, black-and-white photographs and maps put young readers right into the
action.And don't miss the next leg of the journey in The Genius Files: Never Say Genius!

From BooklistThrill seekers and Gutman fans alike will welcome the opening installment of the
Genius Files series, which follows twin 12-year-olds Coke and Pepsi McDonald on their cross-
county vacation. The precocious brother and sister uncover a secret government plot to use
“YAGs,” or Young American Geniuses, to solve the complex problems of the nation, and find that
they are on the list. Suddenly, their 3,000-mile road trip becomes a lot more exciting. The
McDonalds’ trek across the U.S. includes stops at the Donner Party Memorial, a museum of PEZ
memorabilia, and the world’s largest ball of twine, all while being pursued by dangerous “dudes
with bowler hats.” Although the interjection of factual information from their college-professor
father is a bit forced at times, Gutman’s novel offers a quirky look at Americana that will engage
curious minds. Frequent sidebars direct readers to Google Maps to track the twins’ journey, and
occasional photos of the attractions add appeal. Those looking for a fun and suspenseful read
similar to those from Pseudonymous Bosch will not be disappointed. Grades 5-8. --Erin
Anderson --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverIn eight days, Coke and
Pepsi McDonald are going to turn thirteen.Before then, they'll jump off a cliff, get trapped in the
locked basement of their burning school, chased cross-country by murderous lunatics, left for
dead in the pit of a sand dune, forced to decipher mysterious coded messages, thrown into a
giant vat of SPAM, and visit the world's largest . . . ball of twine!There's more, but if we told you
here, we'd have to kill you.Megapopular author Dan Gutman brings on the excitement with an
action-packed new series that's nothing short of dynamite. Join Coke and Pep on their quest to
uncover just what it means to be part of The Genius Files . . . if you dare!--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorDan Gutman is the New York Times bestselling author of the
Genius Files series; the Baseball Card Adventure series, which has sold more than 1.5 million



copies around the world; and the My Weird School series, which has sold more than 30 million
copies. Thanks to his many fans who voted in their classrooms, Dan has received nineteen state
book awards and ninety-two state book award nominations. He lives in New York City with his
wife. You can visit him online at www.dangutman.com.--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Review''There is no shortage of humor or action . . . Gutman continues to do what he
does best: entertain readers.'' --Publishers Weekly''A quirky look at Americana that will engage
curious minds . . . Those looking for a fun and suspenseful read similar to those from
Pseudonymous Bosch will not be disappointed.'' --Booklist''Dan Gutman is a funny man and a
prolific writer, and the Genius Files, his latest excursion into early teen adventure and absurdity,
will likely find an immediate audience . . . A page turner.'' --Children's Literature''Encouraging
readers to follow along, Gutman tucks Google Map directions and small photographs into the
margins while salting his tale with coded messages and rousingly icky brangles . . . along with
his usual generous measures of quick action and snarky repartee.'' --Kirkus Reviews --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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TheGENiusFilesMISSIONUNSTOPPABLEDan GutmanDedicationTo Liza VogesThanks to
Edward Cheslek, Robert Jones, Nina Wallace, Lucy Trotta, Jerry Trotta, Linda Clover, and of
course Google Maps.Epigraph“Do stupid stuff, and even stupider stuffwill happen to you.”—
Nobody said this. But somebody should have.ContentsDedicationEpigraphChapter 1 - Coke
and PepsiChapter 2 - Over the CliffChapter 3 - FlyingChapter 4 - Home Sweet HomeChapter 5 -
Dr. Herman Warsaw and The Genius FilesChapter 6 - DetentionChapter 7 - The Science of
FireChapter 8 - In or OutChapter 9 - Welcome to the FamilyChapter 10 - Manifest
DestinyChapter 11 - On the RoadChapter 12 - Ups and DownsChapter 13 - The Second
CipherChapter 14 - The Singing SandChapter 15 - I’ll Be Watching YouChapter 16 - Dads Gone
WildChapter 17 - An Extremely Large Ball of TwineChapter 18 - SPAM, SPAM, SPAM,
SPAMChapter 19 - Process of EliminationChapter 20 - GroundedChapter 21 - A Wrong
TurnChapter 22 - A Magical NightChapter 23 - The House on the RockChapter 24 - The Infinity
RoomChapter 25 - Kids TodayEpilogueDon’t Miss The Genius FilesAbout the AuthorAlso by
Dan GutmanCopyrightAbout the PublisherTo the Reader . . .All the places mentioned in this
book are real. You can visit them. You should visit them!Chapter 1Coke and PepsiThere were ten
items on Coke McDonald’s to-do list on June 17, but JUMP OFF A CLIFF was not one of
them.CLEAN OUT MY LOCKER was on the list.PICK UP MY YEARBOOK was on the list.GET
BIRTHDAY PRESENT FOR PEP was on the list.PACK FOR SUMMER VACATION was on the
list.But nothing about jumping off a cliff.And yet, oddly enough, jumping off a cliff was the one
thing that Coke McDonald was actually going To Do on June 17.Not only was he going to jump
off a cliff, but first he was going to push his twin sister, Pepsi.Now, before we get to the cliff-
jumping part of the story, maybe I’d better explain something. Why would anyone in their right
mind name their children Coke and Pepsi?It was probably because Dr. Benjamin McDonald and
his lovely wife, Bridget, weren’t in their right minds when the twins were born almost thirteen
years earlier. For one thing, the McDonalds didn’t know they would be having twins until after
Coke entered the world. The doctors and nurses had pretty much taken off their latex gloves and
called it a day when Mrs. McDonald informed them that she felt a funny feeling deep inside—as
if she wasn’t quite finished. And, lo and behold, she was absolutely right! The doctors and
nurses went back to work; and the next thing anybody knew, out popped a bouncing baby
girl.Surprise!From the start, the McDonalds had decided to name their son Coke. Not because
of the soft drink. Because of coal. According to Dictionary.com, coke is “the solid product
resulting from the destructive distillation of coal in an oven or closed chamber or by imperfect
combustion, consisting principally of carbon.”Go ahead and look it up if you don’t believe me. I’ll
wait.Okay, did you look it up? Good.Dr. McDonald, a history professor at San Francisco State
University, had written a scholarly book about coal’s impact on the Industrial Revolution. He
always thought Coke would make a good name for a boy. It’s short, sweet. It has that hard K
sound. Like Kodak. Katmandu. Kalamazoo.When Coke’s twin sister popped out, Dr. and Mrs.



McDonald were faced with a dilemma. Once you name your firstborn son Coke, you can’t very
well name his twin sister Rachel or Emily or anything too normal. It wouldn’t sound right.“How
about Pepsi?” one of the attending nurses suggested as a joke. “Coke and Pepsi.”Everyone in
the birthing room had a good old laugh over that. But the more the McDonalds thought about it,
the more they liked the idea. Coke and Pepsi! It was perfect!Not only that, but it fit their
sensibilities. The McDonalds were second-generation hippies from San Francisco who had
always disapproved of the rampant commercialization of society. Dr. McDonald was fond of
telling his students that the average person living in a city sees up to five thousand
advertisements every day. Five thousand ads! What better way to stick it to The Man than to
name your kids Coke and Pepsi? It would be an ironic statement about how corporations control
people’s lives.Heck, their last name was already McDonald. Why not name the kids Coke and
Pepsi?Naturally, when the local media picked up on the baby names, the Coca-Cola and Pepsi-
Cola companies were not happy at first. They made some noises about suing the family. Giving
babies the same names as popular soft drinks was an infringement of the companies’
copyrights, the lawyers grumbled. (Yeah, as if consumers would confuse the infants with sugary
carbonated beverages.)In the end, the corporate giants decided that kids named Coke and
Pepsi would be the best advertising they would ever have. And it didn’t cost them a dime. This,
they agreed, was even better than having kids named Jimmy and Suzy walk around wearing
Coke and Pepsi T-shirts.Of course, growing up with the names Coke and Pepsi can be tough,
especially in middle school. Both of the twins encountered a good deal of ribbing when they got
to sixth grade, especially Pepsi.“Hey, soda girl! You’re flat!”But the thing is, no matter how
unusual someone’s name is, after you hear it a few dozen times, the name starts to fit the
person, like a comfortable pair of jeans. You can’t imagine that boy or girl ever having a different
name. Eventually, kids stopped looking at Pepsi and thinking of high-fructose corn syrup. We
humans have a way of adapting to things.Hardly anybody called her Pepsi, anyway. To most of
the kids at West Marin Middle School and just about everybody who knew her, she was Pep.
Simply Pep.Anyway, it could have been worse. The McDonalds could have named the twins
Mountain Dew and Sprite. A few years back there was a New Jersey couple who named their
son Adolf Hitler. Go ahead and look it up if you don’t believe me.Now that kid is going to have
issues.Ordinarily in a story, this is where the author tells the readers what the main character—
or, in this case, characters—look like. The author might go on for page after page, painting a
glorious word picture of Coke’s and Pep’s hair, their faces, the way they walk and talk, the way
they dress, and so on.But you know what? Who cares? Do you really care what Coke and Pep
look like? Does it really matter to you? It’s boring. By the time you get to Chapter Three, you will
have forgotten the description you read back in Chapter One, anyway. Coke and Pep are twelve-
year-old twins, about to turn thirteen in a week. Okay? Nuff said. That’s all you need to know right
now.You really want to know what they look like? Look at the cover of this book. Go ahead, I’ll
wait.Okay, now that we got that out of the way, let’s move on to the good part—the part where
Coke and Pep go over the cliff.Chapter 2Over the CliffWest Marin Middle School sits nestled on



a ridge high up in the hills in Point Reyes Station, California. The town’s about thirty miles north
of San Francisco and very close to Mount Wittenberg, which towers 1,407 feet above the Pacific
Ocean. On a clear day, you can be in the school playground and see nearly forty miles. The
weather is almost always beautiful. And on this particular day, it was so beautiful that the
McDonald twins decided to ditch the school bus and walk home to their house down by the
beach. It would be a long hike, but it was downhill all the way.“I should call Mom and Dad on my
cell and tell them so they won’t worry,” Pep suggested.“We’ll be home soon,” Coke replied. “Don’t
bother.”The twins talked about their upcoming summer vacation. The whole family would be
driving cross-country, all the way to Washington, D.C., where the twins’ aunt Judy would be
getting married on the Fourth of July.Neither of the twins was particularly excited about the trip.
Sitting in a recreational vehicle for two months wasn’t anybody’s idea of a good time. They’d
have to celebrate their birthday—June 25—in an RV. It was probably going to be the worst
summer of their lives, Coke guessed.The twins hadn’t gone far when Pep turned to her brother
anxiously.“Y’know, I have a feeling that somebody’s following us,” she said quietly.Both twins
turned around to look behind them. Nobody was there.“Don’t be ridiculous,” Coke said. “Why
would somebody want to follow us?”“I don’t know!” Pep said defensively. “I just have this
feeling.”“You and your feelings.”Feelings. Like a lot of boys, the whole concept of feelings was
lost on Coke. He never understood when people would talk about feelings. What are feelings,
anyway? You feel something when you touch it. When you can hold it in your hand. Things exist
in the real world, or they don’t. Something happens, or it doesn’t. According to Coke, there was
no such thing as feelings.They had walked a few hundred feet down the road when Pep started
to pick up the pace.“Will you slow down?” her brother said, annoyed. “It’s not a race. What’s the
rush?”“There’s somebody behind us,” Pep told him. “Don’t turn around!”“Well, how do you expect
me to see if there’s somebody behind us if I don’t turn around?” he replied.There was indeed
somebody behind them, off in the distance. It was a man driving a golf cart. He was wearing a
black hat and a black suit.“See him?” Pep asked.“So what?” Coke said. “It’s a public road.
People are allowed on it. He isn’t bothering anybody. Maybe he lost a golf ball.”“There’s no golf
course within miles of here!” Pep insisted, walking even faster. “Why is he riding in a golf cart?
And why would a golfer wear a suit and tie?”“Maybe he’s disabled,” Coke replied. “He needs the
cart to get around.”“And maybe he’s a murderer.”“Murderers don’t drive golf carts!”“I’m worried,”
Pep whispered.“You’re always worried.”Which was true. Pep was always worried about
something. At the least little thing—a hangnail, a creaking sound, a runny nose—Pep would fuss
and fret and always expect the worst.Coke turned his head just enough to conclude that the golf
cart was getting closer. He may not have been able to feel feelings himself, but he knew his
sister. She was a worrier, but she wasn’t paranoid. Sometimes it seemed as though she had a
sixth sense about certain things. Coke broke into a slow jog just to be on the safe side, and Pep
did the same.They turned off the road to the left and took the dirt path that went closer to the cliff
that lined the road. Common sense said that the guy in the golf cart would stay on the paved
road and continue on his merry way.But common sense wasn’t in the cards on this day. When



the twins turned around to peek behind them again, they saw that the golf cart had veered onto
the dirt path. Somebody was on their tail. He was definitely wearing a black suit, and his hat was
one of those old-time bowlers.“Why is that dude in the bowler hat following us?” Pep asked, a
frightened look on her face.“How should I know?” Coke replied. “Come on, run!”Their backpacks
bopped up and down as they dashed along the edge of the cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
The path narrowed, but it was still wide enough for a golf cart to ride on.The twins ran along the
cliff walk until they reached a couple of little wooden shacks. The buildings looked like
outhouses, but in fact they were used to store equipment for fighting forest fires.“Let’s hide here,”
Coke said, pulling Pep behind one of the buildings. “That bowler dude will pass right by.”“And
what if he doesn’t?” she asked, breathing heavily.“I didn’t take five years of karate for nothing,”
Coke replied, lifting his right foot. “This is a deadly weapon. I can kill a man with it if I have to. And
I know exactly how to do it, too.”Pep remembered the last fight Coke was in, just before he
earned his black belt. He’d lost to a kid who was blind. Coke only had one move: a spinning kick
that he called the Inflictor. It looked cool but didn’t fool anybody. Pep was about to make fun of
her brother’s lame martial arts skills; but before she could get out a word, a hand clapped tightly
over each of their mouths from behind.“Don’t scream,” a woman’s voice warned. “Your lives are
in danger!”Coke struggled to turn around, but the woman’s elbow was pressed against his chest.
From the corner of his eye, he could make out that she had dark hair and was dressed in bright
red.“Who are you?” Pep muttered through the fingers clamped to her face.“My name is Mya,” the
woman said in an unidentifiable accent. “I am a friend. You need to trust me.”“Why?” Coke said,
ripping the hand off his face. “Why should we trust you? You’re a complete stranger.”“Because
I’m about to save your lives.”“Some dude in a bowler hat is chasing us in a golf cart,” Pep told
Mya.“I know.”Mya let the twins go and unzipped the large purse that hung from her shoulder. She
reached into the handbag and pulled out a yellow Frisbee.“You’re going to save our lives by
throwing a Frisbee at that guy?” Coke said. “You’ve got to be kidding.”“Watch and learn,” Mya
said.The golf cart was electric and didn’t make much noise, but the twins could hear it crunching
along the gravel path as it got closer. Suddenly, Mya leaped out from behind the shed, got into
position, and whipped the Frisbee thirty yards down the path. It was almost comical—a woman
in a red jumpsuit trying to stop a golf cart with a Frisbee. But nobody was laughing.A tree branch
hung over the path, making it impossible to throw anything in a straight line and hit the golf cart.
But apparently Mya had thought of that. She flung the disk in such a way that it skipped off the
ground once about ten feet in front of the cart and then rose the rest of the way, striking the cart
on its right front tire.There was a loud bang and a plume of smoke; and the front of the golf cart
flipped up and backward. Through the smoke the twins could see the man flying out of the cart
and over the bushes on the right. The golf cart landed upside down with a thunk.“That was cool!”
Coke gushed. “What was it?”“A Frisbee grenade,” Mya explained calmly, zipping up her bag
once again.“Where can I get one?” Coke asked.“They’re not for sale.”“Is that bowler dude going
to be all right?” Pep asked.“You don’t want him to be all right,” Mya replied. “He was trying to kill
you.”“Wait a minute,” Coke said, still fascinated by the Frisbee grenade. “If that thing had an



explosive charge in it, why didn’t it explode when it skipped off the ground?”“It was programmed
to detonate upon the second impact, not the first,” Mya explained.“But how did you know you
were going to skip it off the ground?” Pep asked.“There’s no time for questions now!” Mya
barked, pulling open the door to the little shack next to them. “That minor obstacle will only slow
them down. Quickly! Take off those backpacks. I need you to put these on!”She took out two
large outfits that looked like oversized silk pajamas. One was yellow, and the other was red. Both
were made of a smooth, synthetic material.“What is this, bulletproof or something?” asked Pep
as Mya handed her the yellow one.“No, it’s a wingsuit,” Mya explained. “Quickly! Put it on!”“Why
should we listen to you?” Coke asked. “Who are you, our mother?”Mya grabbed him around the
neck.“No, but I just saved your lives,” she told him. “And I’m going to save you again . . . if you’ll let
me.”Ever since they were old enough to go outside on their own, the twins had been warned not
to talk to strangers. Not to take candy from strangers. Not to get into a stranger’s car under any
circumstances. But nobody ever told them not to put on a wingsuit given to them by a
stranger.Pep threw off her backpack and rushed to stick her feet into the legs of the funny-
looking suit. Coke, seeing her, reluctantly took off his backpack, too. He pulled on the red suit
and zipped it up in the front.There was one big difference between these wingsuits and a pair of
pajamas: A foot or more of material had been sewn between each elbow and hip, and also
between the legs.“This is ridiculous!” Pep exclaimed. “We’re like webbed people.”“I look like
Gumby in this thing!” Coke said. “I’m not wearing it.”He started to pull down the zipper at his
neck, but Mya stopped him.“Would you prefer to die out here?” she said, looking into his eyes
and gripping his hand tightly. “Is that what you want? These wingsuits will make it possible for
you to fly!”“Wait a minute,” Pep said. “What are you talking about? Are you suggesting that my
brother and I jump off the cliff?”“It’s not a suggestion,” Mya said, taking two helmets out of the
shed and putting one on each of the twins’ heads. “It’s the only way for you to survive.”“You gotta
be kidding me,” Coke said.“Can’t we just call 911?” asked Pep. “They’ll be here in a few
minutes.”“I don’t think you’re grasping the seriousness of the situation,” Mya told them. “There
are people who have no other goal except to kill you.”The twins looked around to see two more
golf carts in the distance coming from different directions.“Look, I’m not jumping off a cliff in
some crazy suit just because a strange lady told me to,” Coke said. “We’d hit the rocks down
there and die. This is insanity.”“You won’t hit the rocks,” Mya insisted. “As soon as you jump,
extend your arms and legs. You will soar like a hawk.”“What about you?” Pep asked.“Who cares
about her?” Coke yelled at his sister. “Why are you worried about her?”“I’ll be fine,” Mya assured
them. “They’re not interested in me. It’s you they’re after.”The golf carts were getting closer. Each
one was being driven by a guy wearing a black suit and a black bowler hat. One of the men had
a mustache.“Who are they?” Pep asked. “Who’s trying to kill us? And why are you interested in
helping us? How did you know to come here and wait for us?”“There’s no time to talk now,” Mya
replied calmly. “All your questions will be answered. But only if you jump now. Good-bye. Be safe.
Perhaps we will meet again.”She wrapped her arms around both twins and embraced them
tightly.Thwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit.Coke looked up to see a green dart sticking out of Mya’s neck. It was



inches from his face and probably was intended for him.Mya’s legs buckled, and she crumpled,
her eyes rolling back in her head. Coke and Pep caught her before she hit the ground.“T . . . G . . .
F,” Mya said, gasping for breath. “T . . . G . . . F.”And then she went completely limp.“I think she’s
dead!” Pep shouted.“Brilliant, Brainiac! Let’s blow this pop stand!”“Where are we gonna
go?”“Where do you think?”“You mean . . .”“Yes!”Coke took his sister’s hand and dragged her to
the edge of the cliff.“I can’t do this!” Pep yelled.Coke turned around. The golf carts had stopped
about forty yards away. The guys in black suits and bowler hats got out. Both were holding thin
tubes about two feet long. They didn’t look like flute players, and they sure weren’t golfers. The
one with the mustache put his tube to his mouth.“You’re gonna have to jump!” Coke hollered to
his sister.“You can’t make me!”“Oh yes, I can!”With that, he pushed his sister off the cliff.And
then he jumped.Chapter 3Flying“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!”Chances are you’ve never
fallen off a cliff. If you had, you probably wouldn’t be reading this right now. Because you would
be dead.But have you ever jumped off a high diving board? Have you ever dropped into a steep
water slide or a half pipe? Have you ever been on a really high roller coaster?Well, forget it.
Falling off a cliff is nothing like any of those experiences. You still have no idea what the
McDonald twins were going through.When you fall off a cliff, the first forty or fifty feet are a
straight vertical drop. The only thing you feel in that first second or two is sheer terror. You can’t
think about anything else. The good thing is—and this is probably the only good thing—you can’t
worry about your problems. If your parents have been bugging you or some kid at school is
hassling you, you don’t think about it anymore. If you had an ache or pain in any part of your
body, it’s gone, instantly.In fact, you can’t think at all. You can only experience. It’s all sensory.
Your nervous system goes into survival mode. Nothing else matters. You may even lose control
of your bladder. Luckily, in this case, that didn’t happen.After they tumbled over the edge, the
twins spun and twisted and flopped around in the air, screaming their heads off the whole
time.One thought did flash through Coke’s brain for a millisecond.I JUST PUSHED MY SISTER
OFF A CLIFF!What had he done? But he had no choice. If he hadn’t pushed Pep and then
jumped, he surely would have taken one of those poison darts in the neck, just like that lady Mya
did. He had made a snap decision, and he would have to live with it.Or die with it.Rocks, ledges,
and trees shot past Pep’s eyes as she plummeted. Something flashed through her mind, too, for
a millisecond.I WILL NEVER BE NICE TO MY BROTHER AGAIN.This was the last straw, she
thought. She would never again update Coke’s iPod for him or help him pick out clothes so he
wouldn’t look nerdy. Not that it would matter, because they were both about to die.When you’re
at an amusement park, no matter how terrifying a ride is, you know you’re not going to die at the
end. Somebody with an advanced engineering degree carefully designed that thrill ride to
simulate weightlessness. You know that thousands of people took that same ride before you did,
and they all survived. You know that a safety inspector with a clipboard is required by law to
check out the rides regularly. You know that after a minute or two, the ride is going to come to an
end. You’ll climb out of the little car or whatever and go enjoy some cotton candy.But when you
go flying off a cliff, there are no such assurances. At the end of a free fall, your body will most



likely smash into the hard surface of the ground with thousands of pounds of pressure, crushing
your flimsy bones. Your internal organs are going to explode like water balloons. Or maybe you’ll
get dashed against the rocks on the side of the cliff and fracture your skull on the way down.
What an unpleasant way to end a life.But then again, it would be quick and painless.At one
second into free fall, Coke and Pep were moving about thirty miles per hour straight down. The
wind was whipping, ripping past them as they accelerated, pulling at the skin on their cheeks.
There was a roar in their ears, like the sound of a jet taking off in their head.Through squinted
eyes, Coke could see Pep below him, flailing her arms and legs, trying to turn herself around. At
that point, they were dropping like stones.By three seconds into free fall, they were close to sixty
miles per hour and still picking up speed. Coke had once leafed through a physics book in the
library and learned a few facts about falling objects. For instance, any falling body will accelerate
until it reaches what is called terminal velocity: for a human, about 120 mph.But terminal velocity
varies depending on the object that’s falling. A large, flat object, like a piece of paper, will fall a lot
slower than a penny. When the twins stuck out their arms and legs, their rate of descent slowed
down.Suddenly, Coke realized what he was doing. He had seen a YouTube video about
something called wingsuit BASE jumping just a few weeks earlier. People jump off cliffs wearing
these strange-looking wingsuits, and they can actually fly. It blew his mind.Coke had been
intrigued enough to do a Google search of wingsuit BASE jumping. Go ahead and look it up.
People actually jump off cliffs for fun, and they’ve been doing it since the 1930s. According to
legend, seventy-two of the first seventy-five people who tried it died. Then, in the 1990s, a
French skydiver named Patrick de Gayardon developed a wingsuit that worked. Well, it worked
some of the time, anyway. He died in 1998 after jumping off a cliff in Hawaii; but other skydivers
took up the “sport,” and better wingsuits were designed.Coke realized he didn’t have to die. The
wingsuit could save him.At four seconds, Coke remembered what Mya had told them: Extend
your arms and legs. You will soar like a hawk.Not to get all scientific on you, but if you throw
gravity, acceleration, air resistance, and hundreds of feet of vertical drop into an equation and
then you add the fabric of a wingsuit as it rushes against the wind like the wing of an airplane,
you begin to get lift. And when you’re falling off a cliff, lift is a very good thing to have.When
wearing a wingsuit, you can manipulate your flight by changing the angle of attack or the position
of your body, or by loosening or tightening the fabric of the wingsuit. A typical skydiver will free-
fall 110 to 140 miles per hour. Wearing a wingsuit, you can eventually reduce that to as little as
25 mph.Coke extended his arms and legs as far as he could, and instantly he felt the air
resistance. He was starting to move not just down, but also forward. He felt himself slowing and
leveling off, like a glider. The air rushing by caught the fabric between his limbs, and the wingsuit
billowed out. His body had been turned into an airfoil.He looked down and saw that his sister
had figured out the same thing.If you had been standing on the beach on that sunny day and
had looked up, you would have seen two almost-teenagers slingshotting over your head,
facedown, with their arms and legs wide apart to catch the wind.They were flying!From the dawn
of time, when the first primitive humans looked up in the sky and saw birds above them, they



probably wished they could fly. How glorious it would be to soar overhead. For all our
intelligence, our technology, and the progress we’ve made over the centuries, many of us would
be happy to give it all up if we could only become birds.Being human is great. Nothing beats
being at the top of the food chain. Opposable thumbs are handy and all for picking things up. But
if only we could fly!Coke took a moment to look around. Below was the beach. To the right, in the
distance, he could see his neighborhood.The cliffs of Point Reyes are more than a thousand feet
above the Pacific Ocean. It looks like a long way down when you’re standing on the beach
looking up. From the other direction, as you’re dropping, it doesn’t seem that far at all.Just as
Coke and Pep were starting to relax and their heart rates were returning to something
approaching normal, both twins had the same terrible thought.How am I supposed to land?They
were moving almost sixty miles per hour. You wouldn’t jump out of car that was moving sixty
miles per hour. The wingsuits had no source of power to keep the two of them in the air. Without
a source of power, gravity always wins in the end.Their eyes widened as they saw objects on the
ground getting bigger. There wasn’t a lot of time.Coke looked down. The thing had to have a
parachute attached to it. In old war movies, skydivers always pulled a rip cord to open their
chute.The ground was coming up fast. Desperately, Coke reached behind him. His hand found
some cloth, and he yanked it.The material gave way, and Coke felt something happening behind
him. He turned around to see a huge red canopy unfurling over his head. There was a big jolt
when the canopy caught the air; and then as it opened all the way, it yanked at him and slowed
him down even further. He saw Pep’s yellow chute open just before his did. She was about two
hundred feet in front of him.They weren’t flying anymore. They were floating.“Woooooooooooo-
hooooooooooooo!” Coke shouted.Somewhere in the back of his brain he remembered hearing
the expression “hit the ground running.” He knew what it meant: to get started on a project
quickly. But now he realized where that expression came from. A parachutist has to hit the
ground running. If parachutists don’t, they’re going to hit the ground hard, probably breaking their
legs.The twins felt themselves touch the sandy beach and ran as if they were being chased by a
pack of wild dogs. It felt like they had been in the air for an eternity, but in fact it had been less
than ten seconds.Panting, breathless, Pep forgot what she’d thought about her brother after he
pushed her off the cliff. She ran over and hugged him tightly. Then she got down on all fours and
kissed the ground.Chapter 4Home Sweet HomeFor a minute or two, the twins knelt in the sand,
catching their breath, clearing their heads, and trying to comprehend what had just happened to
them. Except for a few seagulls circling overhead, the beach was empty. Nobody had seen them
land.Finally, Coke looked up at the cliffs and marveled that he had jumped from such a great
height and survived.“I told you we should’ve taken the bus,” Pep said, panting.“What fun would
that have been?” Coke replied, cackling.Pep unzipped her wingsuit and peeled it off. There was
a Dumpster down the beach. She crumpled the suit and parachute into a big ball and stuffed
them into the Dumpster. Coke did the same. The wingsuits probably cost somebody hundreds of
dollars, but neither of the twins ever wanted to see those things again.Together, Coke and Pep
climbed the wooden steps leading off the beach to the main road. Looking around, they knew



they were about a mile from home.“How are we gonna tell Mom and Dad about this?” Pep
asked.“Are you crazy?” Coke replied. “We’re not gonna say a word to Mom or Dad. You know
how they worry. They would never believe it, anyway.”The twins hiked away from the beach, into
the hills and along the narrow road until they approached Point Reyes Station. It’s a small town in
the middle of a national park called Point Reyes National Seashore. Soon they could see their
house. There was an RV parked in front with the words Cruise America painted on the side.And
there were two figures on the front lawn.“They’re waiting for us,” Pep said, groaning.And so they
were. Dr. and Mrs. McDonald had been sitting there on lawn chairs for a while, fretting and
looking up and down the street with binoculars. When they spotted the twins walking toward
them, they jumped up to greet them.“You’re late!” Dr. McDonald hollered. “Why weren’t you on
the school bus?”“We decided to walk home,” Coke said, hoping that would end the
discussion.“Both of you are a mess!” Mrs. McDonald yelled. “What were you doing: wrestling on
the beach? Is that any way to treat your school clothes?”“We were worried sick,” Dr. McDonald
went on. “We thought something terrible might have happened!”The twins shot glances at each
other. If they only knew.“We’re sorry,” they said in unison.It’s amazing how a simple, sincere
apology will usually melt the hardest of hearts. At least temporarily. Dr. McDonald threw an arm
around each of his children and pulled them close.“Anything exciting happen today?” he
asked.The twins looked at each other again.“Nah,” Coke said. “Same stuff, different day.”“Tell us
the truth,” their mother said. “Were you two in detention again?”“No!” Coke replied indignantly.
“Don’t be ridiculous! We just, uh . . . jumped off the cliff and parachuted home.”“Aha-ha-ha!” Dr.
McDonald chortled. “I love you kids!”“Five more minutes and we were going to call the police to
report you as missing, you know,” Mrs. McDonald told them. “Where are your backpacks?”Pep
had no answer for that one. They had ditched their backpacks up on the cliff when that Mya lady
gave them the wingsuits to wear. Pep looked at her brother, who was a much more skillful liar
than she.“We left ’em at school,” Coke said. “We’ll get them tomorrow. There was no
homework.”“You should have called home,” Mrs. McDonald said sternly. “Why do you think we
got you cell phones?”
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pep`s mum went to and I got to check them up online and believe it or not they were real!”
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